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a b s t r a c t

Fluctuations of environmental conditions increase variability in both grain yield and quality of wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.). In order to evaluate stability, different stability parameters of the static or the
dynamic concept can be applied, which could be negatively correlated. While correlation analysis of the
mean performance between traits is common, correlations between stability estimates for quality traits
have not been investigated, to the best of the authors’ knowledge. Therefore, indirect, rheological and
baking traits, and grain yield from two datasets were analysed, and the mean performance, each three
stability parameters of the two different concepts (static and dynamic) were calculated over all envi-
ronments within each dataset.

Results showed that stability parameters of the same concept were significantly positively correlated
for almost all traits. Between the stability concepts, there was only one significant negative correlation,
indicating that no trade-off between the two stability concepts exists. A trade-off between stability and
mean performance occurred only for five traits, suggesting only a weak trade-off between stability and
mean performance, allowing the development of cultivars that are of both stable and of high quality.
Clusters of traits that showed similar stability could be identified but were not consistent across stability
parameters and datasets.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The demands of automated processing facilities of the milling
and baking industry require a high level of uniformity in flour
performance, both within and over crop years. Depending on the
trait and the environment, baking quality traits can be determined
strongly by the cultivar making the choice of cultivars crucial for
achieving high baking quality (Grausgruber et al., 2000; Peterson
et al., 1998). However, a considerable proportion of the variation
is due to environmental conditions, diseases, management, and the
interaction of genotype and environment. To improve the level of
uniformity in flour performance, quality cultivars with a low

genotype by environment (G � E) interaction, meaning a stable
performance, are a key element.

Two different concepts of stability have been established. Ac-
cording to the concept of static stability a cultivar is stable if its
performance does not change across environments (Becker and
L�eon, 1988). This concept corresponds to homeostasis in biology
(Lin et al., 1986). On the other hand, according to the agronomic or
dynamic concept of stability, a cultivar is considered as stable if its
performance follows the given potential of an environment, often
expressed as the average performance of all grown cultivars in the
respective environment (Becker and L�eon, 1988). Many stability
parameters have been developed, and most of them can be
assigned to one or the other concept (Lin et al., 1986). Whereas it
has been suggested by Robert (2002) that for quality traits the static
concept is more useful because constant quality is preferred, it can
still be preferable that cultivars make use of better growing con-
ditions and thus produce e.g. a higher protein content, whichwould
suggest the dynamic concept.
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It seems difficult to imagine that a cultivar can be stable for both
concepts, because following the environmental potential
(increased dynamic stability) should lead to higher variability
across environments (decreased static stability). One would
therefore expect a trade-off between both concepts: a cultivar can
only be stable according to either the static or the dynamic concept.
Such trade-off would be indicated by a negative rank correlation
among stability parameters of different concept. This relation has
almost exclusively been studied on grain yield in several crops so
far. In studies with a range of crops [barley (Hordeum vulgare L.),
common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), faba bean (Vicia faba L.), maize
(Zea mays L.), oats (Avena sativa L.), rye (Secale cereale L.), sugar beet
(Beta vulgaris ssp. vulgaris var. altissima), wheat (Triticum aestivum
L.)] it has been found, that stability parameters belonging to the
same concept were mostly positively correlated and correlations
between parameters belonging to different concepts were not
significant, or if there were significant correlations they were al-
ways positive (Becker, 1981; Duarte and Zimmermann, 1995; Pham
and Kang, 1988; Piepho and Lotito, 1992).

Still, cultivars should not only be stable, but at the same time
produce a high mean performance for the respective trait. This
could pose another trade-off, complicating the development of
cultivars that are stable and have a high mean performance. This
applies to both grain yield and quality traits. It has to be noted, that,
because for most stability parameters a smaller value indicates
increased stability, a trade-off is indicated by a positive correlation
between a stability parameter and themean performance. For grain
yield, Pham and Kang (1988) as well as Duarte and Zimmermann
(1995) have found such positive correlations in maize and com-
mon bean, but in many studies there were no significant correla-
tions between stability parameters and the mean performance
(Kefelegn et al., 2016).

Althoughmany studies investigated the stability of quality traits
in wheat, for example Baenziger et al. (1985), Grausgruber et al.
(2000), Bari�c et al. (2004), to our knowledge only Kaya and Sahin
(2015) analysed the relation among stability parameters for pro-
tein content. Different to the findings for grain yield, they found
negative correlations between stability parameters belonging to
different concepts. The relation between stability and mean per-
formance of quality traits was studied by Peterson et al. (1992), who
found positive correlations between the joint regression slope and
the mean, by Kaya and Sahin (2015), who found positive correla-
tions of the mean with dynamic stability parameters and negative
correlations with static stability parameters, and by Robert (2002),
where only the correlation between environmental variance (static
concept) and the mean was positive.

Many quality traits are laborious to assess. It is thus common
practice to only analyse a subset of testing locations or even pooled
samples over locations (Robert, 2002). Alternatively, indirect traits
(e.g. protein content or Zeleny sedimentation value) which can be
determined quickly and inexpensively, on limited amounts of grain,
and correlate to rheological or baking traits, are used to predict
quality (Dong et al., 1992; Mladenov et al., 2001). Correlations be-
tween stability parameters of indirect, rheological and baking traits
could thus be exploited to predict the stability of quality traits from
the stability of indirect traits. Also, the analyses of correlations of
stability estimates between traits is important in order to deter-
mine, if selection for stability of a certain trait affects the stability of
other traits (Peterson et al., 1992). To our knowledge, only Peterson
et al. (1992) have investigated such correlations for the joint
regression slope as stability parameter and found that the stability
of protein content was not strongly correlated to any of the other
studied quality traits, but that stability of the kernel weight was
negatively correlated to mixograph traits.

Objectives of this study were (i) to determine the correlation

among the mean performance and stability parameters following
the static and dynamic concept for several quality traits, (ii) to
evaluate the correlations of stability estimates between indirect,
rheological, and baking traits.

2. Material and methods

To allow for more general conclusions two datasets, one from
Switzerland and one from Austria were analysed. Most of the traits
were completely identically assessed, except the following: (1)
Thousand kernel weight (TKW) was assessed on air-dry samples in
Switzerland, but corrected for dry matter in Austria and (2) loaf
volume (LV) was assessed on bread established with 620 g dough
for the Swiss dataset, while for the Austrian dataset it was assessed
on a rapid mix baking test of the traditional Kaisersemmel, a small
bread-roll with folds in the form of a rosette, and LV is given per
100 g flour.

2.1. Swiss plant material and field trials

Grain samples were taken from twelve cultivars grown in 2012
and 2013 in the Swiss organic trial network for cultivar recom-
mendation for organic farming. The set of cultivars was selected
due to their high baking quality (class TOP or I according to the
Swiss classification system) and their potential adaptation to
organic farming. The set of cultivars consisted of one breeding line
(A7T.9), eight cultivars from Switzerland (Royal, Lorenzo, Molinera,
Montdor, Runal, Suretta, Titlis, Wiwa), two cultivars from Austria
(Arnold, Ekolog), and one cultivar from Germany (Butaro). The year
of release of the cultivars ranged from 1995 (Runal) to not regis-
tered (A7T.9). Seven of the eight locations were situated on
organically managed farms across the wheat cropping area of
Switzerland. Location Lindau was managed according to the Swiss
integrated production (IP) scheme. All experiments were laid out as
randomized complete block design (RCBD) with three replicates.
Average plot size was 11.5 square meter and sowing density was
420 viable seeds per square meter. Fertilization was according to
local practices. At the organic locations weeds were controlled by
hoeing and/or harrowing twice, and at the IP location weeds were
controlled with herbicides. In none of the trials fungicides were
applied. Four locations were sampled in both years and four loca-
tions were only sampled in 2013 (Table 1), summing to a total of
twelve environments (location-year combinations).

2.2. Swiss quality analyses

Wholemeal for the analysis of Hagberg falling number (HFN)
and wet gluten content (WGC) was ground on a Perten lab mill
3100 (Perten Instruments, Sweden), flour for SED analysis was
milled with a Quadrumat Junior using a 150 mm sieve (Brabender,
Germany), and grains for the farinograph, extensograph and baking
tests were milled with a Bühler laboratory mill MLU-202 (Bühler,
Switzerland). Grain protein content (GPC) and test weight (TW)
were assessed with an Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer (FOSS,
Denmark); thousand kernel weight (TKW) by counting the number
of kernels of a random air-dry sample of 10 g; HFN, Zeleny sedi-
mentation value (SED), and WGC according to ICC standards 107/1,
116/1, and 155 respectively (International Association for Cereal
Science and Technology, Austria). Farinograph properties were
measured by water absorption (FWA), degree of softening (FDS),
and stability time (FST) according to ICC standard method 115/1;
extensograph properties by area under curve (Energy, EAR), resis-
tance to extension at 5 cm extension (ERE), and extensibility (EEX)
according to ICC standard method 114/1. Baking quality was
assessed on a hearth bread from 620 g of dough, where loaf volume
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